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Saturday, May 29, 2021

Saturday, May 29, 2021 - Online karate seminar
After many nice reactions to the previous seminar, we want to do it again. Of
course we prefer to train in the dojo, but to train with karatekas all over the
world is also wonderful. So let's do it again.
Two enormously passionate karatekas with a lot of knowledge and experience
will take you along in this 2-hour seminar again, but in a different way.
Program
15:30 - 15:45 Zoom dojo open
15:45 - 16:00 Warming-up
16:00 - 16:50 Sensei Otto Bakker
16:50 - 17:00 Questions for Sensei Otto Bakker
17:00 - 17:50 Sensei Scott Langley
17:50 - 18:00 Questions for Sensei Scott Langley
Timezone CEST OR UTC/GMT +2 hour

Registration:
The cost for participation are € 10 per person
More information and registration:
https://www.hdki.nl/registration

We use Zoom for this training.
It is useful that you have installed the
Zoom software to participate in thistraining.
This software can be downloaded
from: https://zoom.us/download

Who is Sensei Scott Langley 7th Dan

Who is Sensei Otto Bakker 7e Dan

Sensei Scott Langley is a remarkable karateka.
He has always shown enormous talent and with
that baggage and enormous effort he ended up at
the Honbu dojo of the JKS in Japan. There he
completed the five-year grueling training to
become a JKS instructor. (See his book “Karate
Stupid”.) That has given him a tremendous foundation for his formidable karate.

Sensei Otto started with Karate 44 years ago
after 3 years of doing Judo. Still passionate and
with heart and soul in the martial art to support
many people, young and old, mentally and physically. He does this with Karate but also in the
form of self-defense lessons.

Scott has been chief instructor for Ireland and
England at WTKO and is currently running his
own fast-growing organization, the HDKI.
Scott teaches extremely inspiring. He is very
technical and has a good sense of realistic and
effective body use. He takes everyone, young or
old, low or high, in his drive to a higher level.
His knowledge is enormous and his mastery of
this beautiful martial art makes many Karate
hearts beat faster. It is always a great experience to be taught by sensei Scott.
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Otto is a dojo owner with ambition. With his own
martial arts experience coupled with a piece of
coaching, he gives his students the confidence
that they can (and should!) get what is in it. Not
only during the dojo training but also during courses. Which are accessible to everyone, fun and
very educational. His classes are always well
received, not least because of his passion and
good dose of humor.
He is the engine, inspirer, Sensei and owner of
this special dojo, where hard training at a high
level and a good atmosphere actually coincide
naturally. Quirky and persistent in the opinion
that karate discipline and respect for each other
go perfectly hand in hand.

